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Testimony in Support of LD 715  
Submitted by James C. Dziobek III, on behalf of the Maine Public Health Association 

 
Dear Representative Gattine, Senator Brakey, and distinguished members of the Committee on Health and 
Human Services: 
 
My name is Jim Dziobek, a Master of Public Health student at University of New England and policy intern with 
the Maine Public Health Association. MPHA is an organization that represents over 400 public health 
professionals across the state who are dedicated to the health and well-being of all Maine people.  
 
MPHA supports LD 715 because the bill is in the best interest of Mainers and the millions of tourists that visit our 
state every year and dine in our restaurants. Currently we are playing a dangerous game with people’s lives at 
stake when it comes to ensuring safe and sanitary restaurants. The FDA recommends that restaurants be 
inspected twice a year. Inspectors have the capacity to inspect about 3 restaurants per day. According to the 
National Restaurant Association in 2013 there were 3,048 restaurants within the state which means that it would 
take 1,016 days to inspect all of these restaurants just once given our current staffing situation. With expected 
growth of around 8% within the industry, LD 715 would ensure that a sufficient number of state-certified health 
inspectors are hired and working to keep us safe.  
 
It is our understanding that the City of Portland has hired an additional restaurant inspector at their own expense 
in order to protect their residents and visitors from food-borne illness and comply with once-per-year inspections 
of restaurants. They received statutory authority to do this and are the only city/town to prioritize this within their 
budget. Though we applaud the City of Portland for this effort, we question why anyone eating outside of that city 
does not receive the same type of protections. It doesn’t seem right that a restaurant in Portland is inspected 
once a year but a mile down the road in South Portland or Westbrook, a restaurant could go as long as 3-5 years 
without a scheduled visit to ensure proper food handling and preparation. We also wonder, in light of current 
budget cuts, how long our largest urban center will be able and willing to sustain a state function.  
 
In 2011, 47.8 million illnesses originated in a restaurant according to the US CDC. Common pathogens such as 
norovirus, salmonella, and hepatitis A can fester within foods and unsanitary surfaces without proper inspection 
and mitigation practices. Health complications from these pathogens can range from nausea to death in some 
cases.    
 
LD 715 helps protect our citizens and the visitors who love to travel to Maine for its top-notch restaurants. I urge 
you to send a strong message to the legislature and to the public by supporting such important legislation.  
  


